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TUE EFFECTS OF PRtNING OW T1 GROWTH AND DEVEI3P
OF A OUGLASFIE PLANTATION

INTRODUCTION

Knots are the greatest cause of detect in second-
growth wood. Fleiacher (tli, p. 5311,) noted that the chief
dttfernce betiieen veneer of old growth Douglas-fir and
second-growth Douglas-fir was the presence or many knots.

It this detect is eliminated, the quality of the pro-
ducts derived from second-growth wood is greatly in-

creased. The nane of el.i'athattnç this defect is through
the use of the sttvtcuttural technique termed pruning.

Pruning not only will increase the quality of the
product but also aids in .fuvther management of the stand,

Cook (9, p. 1.87) has observed the following management

side derted from pruning operations:
I. Pruning cute bark peeling costs.
2. Pruning aids Logging and administration

efficiency.
Pruning reduces elegh from thinnings and
final cute,
Pruning saves lopping branches off at the
final out.

ural pruning does occur in closed stands of
Las-fir but the time element prohibits the use of nature
as a pruning agent. Paul (25, p. 6) baa found that in
Dougiaetir etand 100 and 150 years old dead branches

protrude along the entire merchantable length of most
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of the trees. Icachin (19, p. 5), agreeing with Paul,

states that no commercially important quantity of clear
material develops before a stend is over 150 are old.

Since pruning is an expensive operation and the
rrn of tnvestment ta 1on, It Ic e.nttat that the

be pruned to the greatost intensity that is econom
y feasible without sacrificing growth or endsngar

ing the tree's ability to conpets.

Stud Objectives

The objectives of this etudy were;
1. To determine whether the intensity at pruning

on the area chosen tar study signiricantly
reduced the rate of growth of the pruned trees.
To determine whether the intensity of pruning

on the study area decreased the ability of the
tz'ee to compete.

To determine whether the pruning operation had

any effect on crown cl.sss movement nd normal*

ttyt relationships.
To determine the rate of production of clear
wood.

To determine whether the rate of form class

Leed on the normal stand s n McArdtS and
rer (23).



change was significantly increased by pruning.

To determine the etfect of pruning on the pro"

duction of defects in the wood,

co,e. f the Study

The study was designed to determine whether pruning

under the study area conditions had any detrimental or
advantageous effects on stand or tree development.

The study was not deetned to test the economice
of the pruninp- operation or to determine the value
of clear wood that has been produced.

Two per!nanent aap.e pLot were eetabllsbed two

years after the actual pruning operation in order to make
possible the recording of any benefits that may be de
rived from the prunin. treatment. This study involved

the renieaaurement of these two plots and the analysis of
the collected data. The study also included the anaLy"

ala of the growth and quality factors associated with
the individual tree that are responsible for maximur
clear wood production.



THE STUDY ABEA

The study area, located in the Rebo plantation was
established in 1912 on the uestern slope of Hebo mountains
five miles east of Hebo, Oregon. Tn December of 193,

six 3"acre plots were established to study meth*ds of
pruning In second-growth Douglas-fir.

Xnpri1 of 1938, two years after the actual prun-
1mg operatIon, two permanent sample plots were established

to study the effects of pruning on the stand and wre
designated P..F.3 no. 23 and P.Y.J. no. 24. Each

is one acre in size with a slop. from 3 per cent to
40 per cent on a western aspeet. Both plots were classi

ed site TV. Tha soil is a dark clay loam, moss
ovarod and rocky, P. .P. no. 23 ii located In an on.

ginal pruned plot with the western boundary running

parallel to the bed of an intermittent streAm. The

average elevation is 2,230 feet and the total nunbe
trees on the plot in 1938 was 33g. Ninetyseven trees
were pruned. P.EJ'. no. 24 Is located in the original

ot up the bill and adjaeent to P.3.P. no. 2

story of the study area was compiled from unpub.
Lishad letters and reports on file at the W
Research Center, Corvallis, Oregon.

E.P. stafld fo.r 1inct sapl. plot

11aett*



?h average elevation Is 2,300 feet and the total number
of trs on the plot in 1938 was 32.

The ttrst plot measurements were taken in 1938.
ach tree was narked with a metal tag at or as near

diameter brest height as possible. The crown position
and diameter iasuremente at the tags were recorded for
each trea on both plots. Forty trees from each plot
were measured for total height.

The plots were raaeaeured in 1944 and the reaul
were zuarized but not published

The l98 .remeasuremente of twse plots were taken
by the author and are reported s a part of this thesis.

4Crown classification adopted by the Society of American
Fore!ters (1944),
5Baxort on the-

orge * rne unpu s



PROCEDURES

3tsnd eaeurementa

The stand measurements in 1958 consisted of the re

ments of P.S.?, no. 23 and P no. ZIj.. These

eurementa were:

The crown position of 270 trees on P.S.?. no.
23 arid 302 trees on P.S.?. no.
The diameter at tag height or 270 trees on
P.5.1. no. 23 and 302 trees on PS.P. no. 21,

The total height of the 32 previously selected
trees on P.S.?, no, 23 and 39 previously select
ad trees on P.S.P. no. 21.

piame tar Growth Measurements

A mpte comprising nine control trees and nina

pruned trees was used to study the effects of prunui
on diameter growth. Each or the two permanent sample

plots was subdivided into nine equal sectors and from
each sector a dominant tree was randomly drawn and en

increment core collected, The radial. growth in inches

was recorded for each year from 1930 to 1958.

Other Measurements

The effects of the pruning operation on the annual



hetht growth, form class end clear wood production were
studied from a series of measurements collected from

felled trees. Since the trees within the permanent
sample plots could not be felled, the sample trees were
taken from a criechain width trtp adjacent to the plots.
This strip was divided into ten equal segments for each
plot and one tree from the cedominant or dominant crown

position was selected from each segment so as not to
create excessive openings in the crown csnopy. These

twenty trees, ten pruned and ten unpruned, were felled
and used In the following measurements.

Height growth was determined by measuring the

Internodat distances from the growing tip to the year
lO. The total height of the tree was also recorded.
The Internodal distances were measured to the nearest

tenth of a foot.
Crosassections were cut from the bole at diameter

breast helpht and at L7. feet from each tree and sanded

for more accurate esaurements of form class6 relation
ships, The annual growth from 1930 to 1958, measus'ed

from an average diameter, was recorded to the nearest
one hundredth of an inch.

6Porm class is
defined as: ter óuttdó bar

7



sections containing knot whorls were taken from

the bole of each of the ten iruned trees at heights of
thr.., six, nine, twelve, and fifteen feet. This term

is ref erred to as tho bole position. The knots were

ri from the whorls exposing the knot as a spike knot.
each knot the following measurements were recorded:

1. The bole position.
2, The major detects causing the additional healing

period beyond the normal healing period necessary

to grow over the knot stub.
Pitch deposit (natural defect)
Bark deposit (figure 2, a.) (natural defect)
Poor cut (figure 2, b) (pruning operation
defect)

The presence of stain.
The healing period in years if no defect had

occurred. (figure 1, rear l93 to a)
The healing period in years with the defect
added, (figure 1, year l93 to b)
The inches of ølear wood produced measured

perpendicular to the growth rings at the
narrowest point. (figure 1, c)
The width of the knot measured parallel to
the cut surface, (figure 1, w)



8. The length of the etub nseured from te
of pruning to the outer"most point of the knot pe?pefl
dtcular to the growth ringa. (figure t, a)



Figure 1. A knot section Showing the £'cnsureents
Tecorded from the aple Knots

1.. Frunthg occurred t the year (1935).The amount of clear wood produced is (c).
'The width of the knot is (w).

. The growth ring (a) is tie first ring that was
entinuous irrespective of defects.

. The rcwth ring (b) is the first ring that is
c'ntinuous and ithcut defect.

6. The Length of stLib left after pruning is (a).

10



b

a, Defect of trapped bark

b. Defect of poor pruning cuts

a. Initial saw contact (in photograph)

11

Figure 2. Smp1e Knot Sections Showing the Pruning
Defects of Bark Deposit and Poor Cuts. (The
arrows indicate the year of pruning)



ANALYSIS OF DATA AD SULT

Research in pruning hoe fostered several different
terms that are used to express pruning intensity. The

most coon expression is the per cent of live crown
move]., The pruning intensity or the Yebo study area

based on the per cent of live crown removed is twenty-

nine pox' cent.7
The pruning intensity employed in an operation can

affect te results of the operation in zeveral wayst
1. The growth of the individually pruned trees

may be reduced.

The reduction of growth of the pruned trees

could, it great enough, change the condition
of the stand.
The amount and quality of the clear wood pro-

duced may be affected,

These three baste effects wilt be analyzed by using
the following individual. factors*

7The average height growth in 1938 was 13 teat, Since
the mean annual. height growth to 1.938 wee 1.5 feet,
the average height in 1.936 was li.O feet. At the 3 toot
level aoo dead knots were ercountered, thus the tower
t. feet of th tree was assumed to be supporting dead
branches. Since the average pruned height was l.5 feet
and J feet of this consisted of dead branches, 11.5 test
of live crown was removed. The per cent of live crown
removed is 1.l.5/!40 which is equal to 29 per cent,



fliameter growth

Heiht growth

3, Porm class

Ii.. Clear wood production

5, Crown ctasr icvernent

NornaUty relationships
Incidence of decai

T Eftect3 of Pr*ntnt on amte GZIt

The increment core measurements taken from t 0

eighteen randomly drawn trees within P.S.?. no, 23 and

P.S.P. no. 21j. were used to studs diameter growth. A

linear regression between the annual diameter growth
of the pruned trees end the anmial diameter growth of
the unpruned trees was óomputed for the period since
pruning. The regression coefficient, which is the
slope of the line in the linear regression equation
y + bz was found to be 1.025 which indtcateø tha
besides the dirterancea in the populations at the begin
ning of the data period, designated by "a", no stgnifi-
cant differences over the data period occurred due to
the pruning operation. It a difference had occurred,
the slope of the ithe would have been greater or Less
than I.



The fect of Prunin on Heiht Orowt

The reduction in height growth of the pruned trees
could easily jeopardize the crown positions of these
trees, and thus height growth becomes a critical factor
in the position the pruned tree maintains in the at*nd.

The height growth data collected from the twenty
felled trees selectively picked along the outer edge of
P,S,, no0 23 and P.S,P. no0 214 wer. used for the snaty-
sic Of height growth. The average height of the unprun.d

trees was 78 feet; for the pruned trees it was 80.14
teøt, A linear regression between the annual height
growth of the pruned and control trees was determined.
Graph 3. represents the linear regression for height
growth.

A "b" value of 0.737 was obtained which would mdi-

e an appreciable difference between the two popula-

tions. The difference develops from a change ocourrin

in th. later stage of growth. The two populations are

the same at first but change during a period from about
1914.6 to present. This assumption is substantiated by
the accumulative beight growth curves (graph 2), which

bows the pruned end unpruned trees following essentialt
the same trend throughout the data period, except for
the increase in height growth, since 19146, in the pruned

trees.



Graph L. A Ltha*r Regx'eeaton of Annual. !etght Growth
of Pruned Veraua Unpruned Treea

43

Annual. Height



*ccumutettve Beight Gr'owth Dui'lng the Data Period for the
Pruned and Unpruned Trees



The reduction of to taper t'tgnittes an increase
in form class and consequently art increase in the quatit
of the product. Several investigators have suggested

that pruning increases the form class at a faster rate
than the normal increase in unpruned trees. Clint and

Fletcher (Ft, p. 10) and rmtth (32, p.. 262) suggest that
Improvement in rorm class is Likely to be accelerated

slightly by pruning. Young and Kramer (36, p. li77)

have shown that in lobiotly pine the distribution of
growth on the bole after pruning tends to make the
shape of the bole below the crown approach that of a
cylinder. ?4arta (21, p. 206) reports that taper is
rsduced with pruning in tongleaf pine.

Form c1a ratios were derived from the sections
cut from the twenty felled trees teken from the edges
of P.S,P. no. 23 and P.S.P. no. 21.. The direct meaeure

merits included the average diameter inside bark at 17.5
feat for each tree and the average diameter inside bark
it I.5 feet for each tree.

To change the expression ieter inside bark at
feet to diameter outside bark at 1i.5 feet the

I?

It can be concluded that no toss or gain in heigh

th occurred due to the pruning operation.

Effects of Prunin. on the form des



Class of
Pruned sample .01.039

Form Class of
Unpruned sample 09147

Repression coefficients ooiputed for annual form class
for the 1.930 to 19S8 period.

13y anatyste of covarience it wee shown that the re
gression coefficient of the form classes of pruned trees
was not etpntficantty different from the regression
coefficient or the form ctasses of the unpruned trees,

18

equations developed by Johnson (1.7, p. t'.3) were emp1oy-

ed. The basic equations are:
(trees ).O and 1arer)

Diameter growth outside bark wood growth z 1.362

(trees 9." and smatter)
Diameter growth outside bark * wood growth Z 3.1014:

The form class ratio was then computed for each year

from 1.930 to present. Linear regressions were computed

for the relationships of form class against years for the
pruned ad unpruned trees.

Table I. A Coparison of the Change in Form Class from
1.930 to 1.9S8 for Pruned and Unpruned Trees

Class Eeçres ton Coefficient4
(b values)



Log quality is dependent upon the amount of knot

tree wood produced. Factor. affecting the quality in
etude the prowth rate, length of pruning stubs, knot
defects, and the bole position of the knots.

The growth rate of the pruned trees must be main..
tamed at the maximum rate to receive the maximum return.
This cannot be .t the sacrifice of quality, however.
PauL (214, p. 682) stateathat onC of the ailviculturat
objectives in improving the quality of secondgrowth
Douglas-fir is the maintenance at" a uniform growth rate.
Paul (27, p. 17) further states that ten rings per inch
Is thS iflhini number for old gxowth quality. Pleisher

(14, p. 537) agrees with Paul. According to Di1.worth

(it, p. 69, 71*, lIe) eight rings per inch 1. the mint-
mum number allowed for no. and no. 2 peeler logs and
0. 1 saw logs in Douglas-f

The average arnount of clearwood produced based on

the measurements of 11.3 knot sections was .67 inches

(Table II). Sine, the average healing time with defect
added was 9.S years (Table II), .7 inches of clear wood

Effe Cte Woo Production

1.9

t 3.. therefore concluded that for the period between

1930 and 1.958 pruning 43.4 not improve the fQz'rr class Of

the trees
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Bole1 Average Average Average Average Average2
Position Length Healing Amount Heating Knot

of Period of Time tze
Stub of Clear Plus

stub Wood Defec

er
from of
Ease Knots Inches Years Inches Years Inches (No.)tW) ('o.)(W1 (o.)IW) (o.)(Wj

9.1

7.3
5.8

8.0

.26 8.14 .75 10.2

The bole position is the point on the bole rneuured in fut from the base of the tree.
2 Fourteen knots were not recorded due to misu.judgmente in cutting sections.
3 ?wenty'four knots of the total contained to detects, the rt only one.
The (W weighted valuee were determined by

AotuL n bole rositon
er a .o s saiip e par a a poe

.68 2145

z Total !o. of Knots Sectioned.

14 5 16 6 22

6 19 9 29

52 14 19 5 214.

82 3 19 2 13

1491123123

3 31 .36

6 35 .29

9 214 .21

12 18 .26

.62 10.6 .62 3 10 IS
.62 8.5 .78 7 231961
.73 7.6 .81 8 38 U
.65 10.5 .99 1 6 13

Table 11. AnaLysts of 113 Scttoned Kno ation to Bole Position

Poor Cut Eark Pitch



was produced in t3j years. This is a rate of twenty
rings per inch.

Figure 3 shows a section with an average growth of

twenty rings per inch and a section tram an unpruned

tree.
The growth at the aale trees could then be two

and onehalt times as great and still meet the ring per
Inch requirements for no. 1 and no. 2 peeler toga or
no. 1 saw togs. The growth rate could be increased three

and one-third times and still meet the requirements for
no. 3 peeler which is six rings per inch. At a growth

rate of six rings per inch since pruning the ec.on in

Figure t. would have added radial increment owth equal

to (b) rather than Its actual growth equal to (ia).
The stub Left after pruning he a direct effect on

heating time. The lcnger the stub the longer it takes
to produce clear wood. Table II indicates this, The

knots from bole position 6 are inconsistent with this
tatsinent. It would teem unlike that growth would be

accelerated. at this position and not at the higher
positions.

The bole position of the knot La important when
comparing it to the knot size or th. incidence of prunin
detects. The knot diameter increases with the increase

in height on the bole. Data at bole position ti.tte,n ii



Unpruned section

Pruned section with the
growth of 20 rings/inch

22

Figure 3. A Comparison of Knot Characteristics in Pruned
and Unpruned Sections



23

Figure ., A Section Showing the Present Rate of Growth
and the Projected Growth That Could Have Been
Attained without a Reduction in Quality

a = The present growth rate

b = The growth that would have been obtained at
a rate of six rings per inch since pruning.



not in accord with the above statement probably due to
the Lack of Insufficient data. Paul (2, p. 6) states
that the diameter of branches at the time of death
averages from about one'hal.f inch near the ground on

sites II and III to t.6 and 1.2 inches, respectively,
the upper portions of the tree. Although most of the

Limbs removed fro the study trees were alive, the
figures from Paul's study and Table 11 compare favorably.

Even though knot st increases as height increases,
there is no effect on the healing period or occurrence
of natural defect (Table Ii). This conclusion agrees

with Anderson (1, p. 11) who found that the diameter of
the pruned branch has less effect upon healing time than
the etub length and rats of diameter growth of the
pruned trees.

The detects of stain, bark and pitch are reasonably
constant throughout the range of bole positions (Table

II). The defects caused by poor pruning consistently
rise with the increasing bole position except in the
instance of bole position twelve. This figure ay be

in error due to sample size. This result would be ex

pected since the higher the pruning operation, the more
difficult th.e performance of the operation. 'the size of
knot also becomes larger with increasing height which
would increase the possibility of a poor pruning job.



Detects add t the heating period. Table II ehows

that an average of 1,8 years additional growth was r
quired berore clear wood was produced due to detects.

The defeot of stain occurred three times as often a
the detect of trapped bark or pitch. The detects were

not large and many of them would become insignificant

it the maximum growth rate was achieved.

The Etfects of Prunin. on the Crown Clase ovoent

Crown class movements are an indication of the

effects of pruning on the stand condition. Slaubaugh

(30, p. 90!) found that the point red pins lost dominan
corresponded to the point at which heipht and diameter
growth were reduced. stein :j3, p. 35!.) reports that
when 25 per cent of the live crown was removed from

Douglae'$tr, only the norat number of trees dropped in
crown class. o trees, however, dropped thto the a
pressed or dead classifications in thirteen years.

At the end of twenty srs, seven more years than
reported by tetn, the pruned trees in P.S.P. no. 2
show that at least 6.3 per cent (Table III) of the
pruned trees dropped below the codominant crown position.

The one dead pruned tree appeared to have lost its top
during a wind storm. At the normal rate reported by
Stein (3L., p. 35Z) en additionaJ. eighteen per cent of



Dominant
Codomtnant
Intermediate
Suppressed
Dead

1.00 59

3
2

60.7
33.0

3.1
2.1.
1.1.

26

the doitnc.nt ees could have dropped into the codominant

ctaai and. still be normal. Th1.rtytbree per cent of the

trees dropped to the codominnt position which would not

appear to be excsstve if the additional seven years is

cone idered.

It would appear froi this reasoning that no excei
sive crown movement occurred due to pruning.

ra Crowz Class Movement of the Pruned Trees in
rerman.nt Sample Plot no, 2

It prining attected the stand development, the pruned
stand's relationship with normality should vary from the
relationship of the control stand to normality.

The hei&ht of the pruned plot (Table IV) shows a

greater increase than the height of the unpruned plot.

impossible to et up a normal rate of crown move
mont for the control stand due to insufficient crown
position data for the year 1938.

The Effects or Prunin on the it' 7elationsht
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me errect of the Increase in heitt growth in plot no. 

23 Is not evident in the normal volume relationships 

(Table IV). The basal area increased the same peroent' 

age in both plots. The votuites have reacted stmilaz).y 

for both plots. The high percentses in the votume 

groups and low percentages In the number of trees is due 

to the planted nsture of the stand. 

The Increase In het?ht ?rowth ean most likely be 

attributed to one of two things; either the slight tn 

crease in height rowth due to the remonlot 2S per cent 

of the crown as rerorted by Isaac (17, p. 12) and 3tein 

(, p. 3) occurred, or the local site oondiion on 

P.S.P. no. 23, which is located adjacent to an inter' 
mittont strearn bed, was better for growth than the local 

site condition on P.S.P. no, 21 

The Effet t on 

In a study of decay in rougLasrir, Boyce (, p. 6) 

found that 83 per cent of Ponies pint entered the trsr 
through knots. The elimination of knots, therefore, 

should decrease the likelihood of !ome4 ptnj entering 

the tree Pr'unin!, etiminstee the knots, The fear that 

pruning elf may induce rot was challenged by Childs 

(7, p. 2 ho found axtenNive decay developing in only 

tdsno. or 'ca 

2 

three out of 23 dissected pruned trees. He further 



found that 4 or the 25 trees contained signs of slight
decay or discoLoration, but that evidence suggests that
rot generaLly dies ben the pruning wound is completely

closed. In the trees he studied Anderson, 1, p. 18)
found no evidence that pruning induces infection by

decal fungi.
In not one of the 113 knots dissected in th

study was a sign of decay detected. This finding sub

stantietse previo*ie studies indicating that prun
wili not increase the incidence of dec 7.



DISCUSSION

Diameter growth appears to have not been affected

by the removal of 29 per cent of the live crown. This

acrees with the literature which indicates that diameter

growth is only elihtLy, it at alt, affected by the
removal of 29 per cent of the live crown.

Barrett and Downs (2, p. 508) reported slight
loss in growth in eastern white pine. Stash pine, accord-

ing to ennett (3, p. 638) waz not affected. Slaubaugh

(30, P. 906) found no decrease in diameter rrowth in red
pine. Western white pine, as reported by flebnere (I

p. 6714), was not affected, but Buchanan (6, p. 365) shows

a slight loss in growth, but not significant. Hatlin

(15, p. 2) end 4owat (22, p. 3) found no inificant
loss of growth in ponderosa pine, Dougtasfir does
not seem to be affected at this intensity. Stein (314,

p. 351.) and Fthnis (1.3, p. 18) showed no Loss of growth,

but Isaac (1.7, p. 7) found all ht increase due to the
removal. of 25 per cent of the live crown.

fleight growth also has not been tfeated by the
removal of 29 per cent of the live crown, Other studies

have produced similar results. A slight Loss with a
quick recovery wa noted in eastern white pine by
Barrett and Downs (1.2, p. 598). Bennett (3, p. 638)

ash pine, Young and Xrarnex' (36, p. 14.76) in LoblotLy

30
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pine, RaLtth (35, p. 3) end Mowat (22, p. 3) in ponder
ccc pine all reported no loss in height growth.

Sl.abauzb (30, p. 906) found height growth in red pine
slightly reduced by this pruning intensity as did
Buchanan (6, p. 366) in western wiite pine arid Dahm

(10, p. t11a4.) in ponderoea pine. Conversely Homers

(16, p, 676) found western white pine slightly stimu.
lated by the removal, of 2 per cent of the live crown.
This slight stimulation is also reported in Dougles'fir
by tetn (31, p. 35k) end Isaac (17, p. 8). Finnis (13,

p. ) found no loss or increase In height growth

rou&.arir.
Tne Idea that an increase in height growth may occur

with a smell. reduction in the crown as reported by Isaac
and Stein is based on the theory that the lower branches
in a dense stand do not synthesize enough nutritionet
products to sustain thenslves, and thus they must
borrow nutrients from other parts of the tree. It
these limbe are remved, the excess nutrients can be
used in other parts or the-plant to accelerate growth.

Although the form class computations indicate that
there is no acceleration of the normal form cl.sss range
In the pruned trees, the acceleration may be present at
a tower point on the bole, Young and Kramer (36, p. I78)

state that the diameter growth at any place in the crown



is not atfectd by the amount of crown below that place

and the distribution of growth on the bole tends to

make the shape of the bole below the crown approach

that or a cylinder. Sthce the average pruned height

1. feet, the esuvement at L7., feet is actually

located in the crown on the average tree and is not

affected by the degree of pruning. The diamater growth,

according to Young and Krnmer above, would be greater

at fifteen feet or right below the crown, becoming

progressively lees moving down the bole. This may ex

plain the finding that as the poor pruning cuts increased

in the weighted number progressing up the bole (Table II),

the healing time in years (Table II) tended to dscresae

while proresatng up the bole.
The average diameter growth in the past two decades

has been around twenty rings per inch. The most impor

tent factor in determining final pruning profit, st&ts

Shaw and Staebtez' (29, p. 3), ii generally the average

rats or diameter growth on the pruned section. The mini

mum profitable growth rate they suggest is fift rings

per inch, This points out the real necessity for tollow

ing the pruning operation with other cultural operations

in order to maintain adequate and uniform growth. Uni"

for'mity of growth, states Paul. (214., p. 82), can hardly

be expected in. seoondgrowth stands without recourse to



thinntns. Be also states that pruning should be done
early and aflow thinning to control growth.

Site quality has w important bearing on wood
quality. Paul (2, p. 12) found that trees on site
quality IV contained about one md oneba1.f times more

knot whorls per unit of tree length than on site quality
II. Pruning then, could be considered more essential,

from the standpoint of quality, on sites of tower quality
such as tb.e sits IV in this study.

Pruning is a sttvtcutturat technique that is des"
tined to ptsy a big role in the new era of second.'growth
management. Cook (9, p. 87) very clearly illustrates
the reed for pruning in this statement: "It our managed

forests yield nothing better," (meaning no. 2 and no. 3

cornon lumber), "our silvicultural. efforts will have in
some part at least, fatted of the proper objective,
which should be to grow quality as well as volume."



SUMAEY AND CONCLIJZIONS

A torty"six year old pruned Dougles'rir pl.sntation

near Hobo, Oregon wag used to study the effects of prufl

ing on the rowth and development or the stand. a

field meaurement included the remeaaiireinent of the

permanent sample plots and sample tree measurements

involving height growth, dtveter growth, form cises
relationships, and clear wood production.

The reduction of the crown by 29 per cant does not

appear to have affected the stand to any measurable ax-
tent. The growth of the stand has been stow and clear
wood production is far below optimum, but this slow

growth does not seem to be due to pruning in any

respect. Defects caused en increase in the healing
period, but if maximum growth were realized the bealiri

period would not be greatly affected.
The following general conólustona that can be drawn

about the trees in this study are:
The removal of 29 per cent of the live crown
does not significantly increase or decrease
the height or diameter growth of Douglas-fir.
The form class measured at 17.S feet is not
accelerated in relation to the normal increase
when the pruned height is l.5 teat,



The poor cute due to the pruning operation in
crease as the operation ovee tip the bets.

renovat of 29 per cent of the live crown
does not afeet the crown class positions of
the pruned tree
The entrance of wood rotting fungi into the
prunth wound is not a serious problem in
second-growth Douglastir.

The Length of stub left after pruning zaa a
direct effect on the length of time before
clear wood production begins.



Andereon, 1.A.
1951. 22 p. (U
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23 l93a.'tga4
l9lil..1958 0

214. 1938'49t14 8.5
19aLl9s6 5.0

Date Basal
Mets- Area Cubi
ured S Pt Pee

23 1938 3.6 72
191414 14.5 112
1958 14.5 114.6

214 1936 3.3
191414 14..?
1958 14

297
171

291i
16

l621
1., 350

1,635
1,190

Mean Annual Increments

oird Peel
Inter.
nation

251
1493
7142

165

661

1481.
1,292

286
272

oarct iea
cr tbner

8
91

3214

0
50

320

141

Table VI. Periodic and Mean Annual Increment, and Vot
tunes on Permanent St .1. Plot no. 23 and
Permanent Sample Plot no. 214.

Per todic Annual. Increments

Vol.
oar so oar' 0

Area Cubic Inter- 5cr ibner
Plo d Slt Feet national



Table Vt. Periodic and Mean Annual Incrementa and Vo
umea on Permanent rampte Plot no. 23 and
Permanent auep1e Plot no. 21., (Contitued)

Board Feet and Cubic Feet

Date Volume
ot Measured Cu.Ft

23 1938
19
195

1938
19
195

2,0113
3,802
7,027

1,762
31527
6,572

tan
and Greater
Internat tonal

N , p

7,021
16, ThY
35,665

5, 181
tli,993
31,727

n
and Greatr
Scribner
Bd.Ft




